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Abstract 

The ancient consensus on the Triune nature of God is absolutely correct, but the classic package 

that justifies and explains it is syncretistic. Especially grievous was the syncretism of Protestant 

authors after the Reformation with its renewed emphasis on the authority of Scripture. The re-

sulting doctrine describes neither the Father of the Bible or the simple divinity of the philoso-

phers. It needs to be reformed by an international hermeneutical community to develop a new 

consensus based upon biblical theology and not upon a neoplatonic substrate, robbing us of the 

true knowledge of our Father-God. That new consensus then should be contextualized into the 

thousands of ethno-cultural groups of the earth (and not the classical view). To demonstrate this, 

I discuss the Pauline doctrine of the antithesis, the biblical doctrine of the equal ultimacy of unity 

and diversity in the Trinity, and that only the biblical Father-God is worthy of worship. 
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Introduction 

 My thesis is that the ancient consensus on the Triune nature of God is absolutely correct, 

but the whole classic package that justifies and explains it is syncretistic. It needs to be reformed 

by an international hermeneutical community to develop a new consensus based upon biblical 

theology and not upon a neoplatonic substrate, robbing us of the true knowledge of our Father-

God. That new consensus then should be contextualized into the thousands of ethno-cultural 

groups of the earth (and not the classical view). Hence, only Scripture can describe “the only true 

God,” “our Father in heaven,” the absolutely personal and independent Sovereign over all things 

(Is 63:16, 64:8; Mt 6:9; Jn 17:3; Acts 17:25; 1 Tim 1:17; 1 Cor 8:6). The Father possesses a sin-

gular dynamic-Being, possibly equivalent to “the Name” mentioned in the Great Commission 

and the High Priestly Prayer (Mt 28:18; Jn 17:11-12). Yet, Scripture uniformly depicts him as an 

indissoluble diverse-unity who is ever-interpenetrating
2
 his Word (e.g., Jn 14:10-11, 17:21) and 

Spirit (1 Cor 2:10-13; Rom 8:26-27) and they in him. Jesus said, “my Father and I are one,” (Jn 

10:30), and the Vulgate and Latin-based Roman and Protestant churches confessed for centuries 

“these three are one,” a true deduction from biblical data, though the actual phrase comes from 

an almost universally, textually disputed passage (1 Jn 5:7-8 AV/TR).  

 Consequently, Scripture always describes this holy yet deeply emotive Father-God in in-

teractive, temporal terms within that single divine Being/nature such that there has never been 

one before him and will never be one after him (e.g., Is 43:10, 45:14; Jn 17:3).
3
 He is always-

alive, has always been, and always will be (e.g., Rev 1:8, 4:8)
4
 sharing his single life with the 

always-living Word (Heb 13:8) and everlasting Spirit (Heb 9:14). Furthermore, Scripture de-

scribes him as immutable only in character and necessary (incommunicable) divine attributes but 

mutable in interactions with his creation. Father-God, for example, cannot lie and then must later 

repent [Num 23:19; Tit 1:2). Yet at the same time, God can have interactive mental and emotion-
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al states with the actions he sovereignly chooses (Heb 13:8; Mal 3:1-7), otherwise the description 

of God in the Bible is merely fictional, wrecking its infallible truthfulness. “Our Father,” there-

fore, is not the absolutely-immutable-and-impassive-in-every-respect, non-complex Simplex that 

the classic Strong Doctrine of Divine Simplicity (S-DDS) teaches is the actual state of affairs 

within a single divinity’s Being.
5
 To establish this thesis, I will build upon three essential pre-

suppositional doctrines of Scripture. 

First, Paul launches a devastating salvo against Greco-Roman speculations about divini-

ty: “In the wisdom of God, the world through its wisdom did not come to know him” 1 Cor 1:21a 

NASB). The S-DDS rejects this Pauline doctrine of the antithesis between Father-God’s wisdom 

in Christ, found exclusively in Scripture, and the concept of divinity found in much of Hellen-

ized philosophy. George Eldon Ladd describes the background in Plato. Two aspects of the hu-

man soul, a part that is simple and unchanging, the other part mortal, exist. Plato describes the 

“spiritual” part of the soul as “simple in essence” and at war with the body 

‘The soul is most like the divine … immortal … intellectual … indissoluble and unchang-

ing, and the body, on the contrary, most like the human … mortal … multiform … unin-

tellectual … dissoluble and ever-changing’ [Phaedo 80B]. The soul partakes of the nature 

of the divine … [Phaedrus 246E], …. [with] objective existence in the realm of the invis-

ible and incorporeal.
6
  

Like Vedic Hinduism, the goal of humanity, trapped in the material, is to return to union with the 

One through a series of reincarnations. Human spirit resonates with Divine-Spirit. So, Plato’s 

simple soul (atman in Sanskrit) is most like the simple Divine-One (Brahman in Sanskrit).  

This metaphysical speculation is not built upon Christ or his apostles’ thoughts. Neither 

does it build exclusively upon the revealed interaction, for example, between the three Persons 

within the Gospels. Further, it is so obtuse that only a Magisterium, schooled in Latin and Greek 

and in the obtuse explanations of the tradition, can grope after an understanding of it (see 2 Cor 

1:13). In addition, the perspicuity of Scripture is virtually destroyed and the common believer is 

kept from the truth, contrary to the vision of the Reformation. It robs the people of God from a 

true biblical, personal knowledge of our interactive Father-God in Christ, replacing him, whom 

to know is life eternal, with a mere human construct of a generic divinity (Rom 1:21-25).  

Second, the variants of DDS reject the actual Trinitarian Principle of Scripture in which 

the Godhead is irreducibly and indissolubly composed of true unity and real diversity at the same 

time. God, the Father, always has been, now is, and always will be the ever-living and interacting 

first Person, whose divine nature shares true-unity-and-real-diversity. The biblical Father lives in 

indissoluble interconnection and interpenetration with the Word and Spirit within his na-

ture/being. This seems to be the revealed meaning of his name (Rev 1:8), confessed by the angel 

choruses in heaven (Rev 4:8, 11:17), which we are to announce to the peoples (Mt 28:19). In 

other words, within the Father dwells “the equal ultimacy of the one and the many,”
 7

 as Cor-

nelius Van Til puts it – true everlasting diversity and real everlasting unity within the one es-

sence ever-shared by the Father with the Son and Spirit (Jn 5:26, 6:57). How this occurs, Scrip-

ture does not share with us and we probably ought not to speculate (Dt 29:29). On the other 

hand, classic speculative theologians explain its ancient theory as fact and the only way to read 

Scripture.  

Third, all regenerate souls long for an interactive Father: “My soul thirsts for God, for the 

living God. When can I go and meet with God?” (Ps 42:2 NIV 1982). On the other hand, the 

mind of the flesh, antithetically, is hostile to the true God (Rom 8:7) and always invents idols 

(Rom 1:18, 21-25). No one is able to have a mutual relationship with the static One of the S-
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DDS doctrine unless more and more biblical material is unstably glued to it. Actually, the perva-

sive testimony of Scripture falsifies the theory of the tradition (Mk 7:8).  

Foundational Definitions 

Certainly, this does not mean Christ-followers throughout the globe ought to reject all of 

the philosophical distinctions and tools the Greeks developed, but that all must be checked by 

and if possible biblically reformed.
8
 Or they ought to be discarded into the dust bin of history if 

incompatible with revelation. Now, when an ancient school of autonomous thought amalgamates 

biblical insight into its teaching, the result is syncretism: Mixing biblical insight and biblically 

autonomous human wisdom, especially in the core doctrine of God. Syncretism, thus, is the  

blending of one idea, practice, or attitude with another. Traditionally among Christians it 

has been used of the replacement or dilution of the essential truths of the gospel through 

the incorporation of non-Christian elements …. Syncretism of some form has been seen 

everywhere the church has existed. We are naïve to think that eliminating the negatives 

of syncretism is easily accomplished.
9
  

Interestingly enough, the strictest forms of the doctrine of the S-DDS attempt to describe 

in words the One who is beyond explanation. This singular divine spirit can only be approached 

apophatically that is through the ancient via negativa. James Dolezal is forthright: “[Simplicity] 

is formally articulated apophatically as God’s lack of parts and denies that He is physically, logi-

cally, or metaphysically composite.”
 10

 In this contemplative, apophatic process, divinity cannot 

be known as to his essence but only somehow experienced by negating any aspect imagined as 

analogous in this creation. An analogy of equivocation method is thus essential to the process.
11

  

In that method, however, divinity is not actually known because it is radically unlike any-

thing found in this creation. That absolute ontological difference defines the Creator-creature dis-

tinction.  Divinity is, thus, a non-composite Oneness with no real diversity of attributes in any 

sense whatsoever and which cannot belong truly to the simple essence, except as mere human 

cognition. Steven Duby writes: “In other words, what each attribute signifies is analogically but 

truly (indeed preeminently and originally) in God himself, while the consideration and construal 

of each attribute as formally distinct from the others and as though it were a quality ‘belonging’ 

to God is owing to the limitations of the human mind.”
12

 Hence, humans can never have any real 

understanding of the Simplex because we reflect with both analytical and synthetic thought.  

Therefore, divinity, as pure Unity without any true diversity in se (in itself), cannot with-

out introducing a measure of syncretism, by the concept’s very definition, have any truly analyti-

cal (specific/discursive) thought. An unchanging Simplex cannot express an analytical thought or 

discursive word without introducing change into the Simplicity, which by definition is impossi-

ble. Hence any such thoughts can never be expressed in diverse creative or redemptive historical 

words: “Let there be light” and “This is my beloved Son.” Duby summarizes: “Breaking with 

predicative convention,” that is by attributing a character quality to divinity such as, e.g., God 

has omniscience, what we humans “apprehend and characterize as divine properties are not actu-

ally qualities inhering in God but rather only the divine essence variously represented to us.” In 

other words, God’s representation in the OT and NT actually mis-represent our Father, because 

the qualities and attributes they attribute to him are “not actually … inhering in” him.
13

 

Furthermore, any concept of composite-unity implies the possibility of death, the decom-

position of divinity into parts, such as a distinct human body decomposes. Divinity cannot pos-

sess any present complexity (nor can it possess any prior assemblage of parts out of which di-

vinity is composed as if something existed before it). Further, this idea of divinity is without any 
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intrinsic or extrinsic space, change, truly diverse attributes, or movement whatsoever lest they 

can be precipitated out of God. Absolute Unity is, thus, perfectly without the true diversity of 

temporal, metaphysical, or logical parts such as the sequence of time, diverse qualities, and so 

on. The S-DDS divinity has 1) no temporal aspects, 2) no intrinsic accidental properties nor ac-

tions extending through time – he is pure act all at once, 3) no physical-spatial composite parts, 

and, 4) no logical-metaphysical property aspects, parts, or properties at all.
14 

 James Dolezal 

summarizes: Simplicity “is … God’s lack of parts and denies that he is physically, logically, or 

metaphysically composite.”
15

 University of St. Andrews philosophical theologian, Ryan T. Mul-

lins, summarizes: “One cannot have [classic] divine simplicity without timelessness and immu-

tability”
16

 – and, I might add, strong impassibility. The simple One of the S-DDS is pure actuali-

ty (actus purus) with no potentiality to ever change at all (strong immutability).
17

  

S-DDS Rejects the Biblical Antithesis Principle 

Ancient Apophatic and Perfect Being Methodologies 

 First, Karl Barth’s critique, as cited by Steve Duby, who attempts to refute it, is apropos. 

The classic “‘general conception of God’ [–] adrift . . . [from] the doctrine of the Trinity [–] 

[which] … fosters an identification of God’s life with ‘pure being’ so that ‘divine simplicity was 

necessarily exalted to the all-controlling principle, the idol, which, devouring everything con-

crete, stands behind all these formulae.’”
18

 Classic philosophical theologians holding to the S-

DDS presuppose the apophatic methodology. It is, however, a methodology common to most if 

not all Western and Eastern mysticisms as well. This fact is also candidly confessed by eminent 

Eastern Orthodox theologian, David Bentley Hart.
19

 Such mysticism must devour – that is escape 

from – everything concrete in this accidental, diverse universe – in order to grok (intuit by merg-

ing with), to use a term invented by Robert Heinlein, the divine One.
20

 The methodology, thus, 

attempts to derive verities about divinity via negativa, that is through the way of negation, as 

mentioned in the definitions section above. The method first presupposes the dialectical dualism 

of a contradistinction between the many and the One. This means that the One–the Simplex–the-

non-diverse Divine-Being cannot ever become, it cannot by definition change.  Indeed, is “not 

like” anything experienced in the ever-changing world of the many, that is of diversity. Related 

to this method is the “perfect being methodology” that also contemplates mystically upward to 

an imagined perfect divinity, which in Anselm’s classic words can be described in the words 

“than which no greater can be conceived.” 

Dolezal, interestingly enough, readily admits that the S-DDS uses such a contemplative 

and apophatic methodology that by-passes biblical theology. Paul Helm doesn’t. 

Biblical theology with its unique focus on historical development and progress, is not 

best suited for the study of theology proper … because God is not a historical individual, 

neither does His intrinsic activity undergo development or change. This places God be-

yond the proper focus of biblical theology.”
21

  

Dolezal seems here to be intuitively presupposing atemporality (“God is not a historical individ-

ual”) and strong immutability (“neither does His intrinsic activity undergo development or 

change”) – both essential to the S-DDS – as the reason for “placing God beyond the focus of bib-

lical theology.” Upon what foundation, biblical or otherwise, does he make his intuition better 

than a biblical theologian founded upon the perspicuous word of Scripture?  

 Paul Helm
22

 makes a similar philosophical move concerning Perfect Being theology, a 

related methodology,
23

 but unlike Dolezal, attempts to find it in Scripture. His arguments are as 
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question begging as Dolezal’s. For example, he cites Hebrews 6:13-14, which teaches that there 

is none greater than or equal to God. From this data, Helm concludes that Anselmian Perfect Be-

ing (PB) natural theology is biblical. Like Dolezal, has his paradigm perhaps blinded him to the 

process? I believe so. The ruling proper theology ecclesial paradigm blinds simplicity proponents 

to their underlying presuppositions. On the other hand, the passages he cites, it seems clear, are 

reiterating the biblical-theological fact that the creating, providing, ruling, revealing, and re-

deeming God is the sole divinity of the universe and nothing beyond or before him exists nor is 

greater in might or power. No other speculations ought to be made beyond that which is written 

or can be unmistakably deduced from those facts (Dt 29:29).   

 It seems clear that both reject the sole magisterial authority of biblical theology, which 

they believe cannot by itself without the lens of natural theology understand the true nature of 

God.  It can understand perhaps only his actions through the Trinitarian economy in history. On-

ly the magisterial mystical tradition has the correct knowledge into the One.  This excludes, then, 

the common reader of Scripture from Papua New Guinea, Java, the Punjab, the Kikuyu of Ken-

ya, or the Navajo from the American South West. So ironically, as Reformed Protestants, Helm, 

Duby and Dolezal seem to presuppose the dual catholic-orthodox authority of Scripture and Tra-

dition as interpreted by the Magisterium of the doctors of the ancient, Medieval Church, and Re-

formed scholastics though I would anticipate they would disagree.  

 Duby writes: “Simplicity enfolds both apophatic and cataphatic impulses in theological 

description.”
24

 Even though Simplists such as Steven Duby uses a method more encompassing of 

both the apophatic (negative) and cataphatic/kataphatic (positive, Scripture derived) methodolo-

gies than James Dolezal and R. Helm do, any merging the two methods is by definition syncre-

tistic. Jordan P. Barrett, on the other hand, is even bolder and claims simplicity is fully “re-

vealed” in Scripture. In the process, he admits aspects of what missional theologians term “syn-

cretism” without possibly being aware that this has occurred: “As a revealed doctrine, divine 

simplicity is not the outcome of classical theism, apophatic theology, metaphysics, speculation, 

speculation, or Greek philosophy. It may contain some of these elements just as many Christian 

doctrines do, but none of these aspects form the true source or motivation for simplicity.”
25

  

Ancient Autonomous Reasoning 

Along with the definition of simplicity and the discussion of apophatic and perfect being-

based theologies, a further word about theological methodology is necessary. Of primary im-

portance is that I take a nuanced perspective on the foundational presupposition controlling all 

true human thinking. In this I follow insights of biblical Apologist, C. A. Van Til and others of 

the Amsterdam school such as Herman Dooyeweerd and H.G. Stoker, as well as modified in-

sights of Colin Gunton.  In general, these Christian theologian-philosophers teach that according 

to Scripture, a regenerate Christ-follower must begin all true supposition about the everlasting 

nature and power of God with the revealed, biblical facts, not follow natural and fallen human 

intuitions. Scripture teaches that our Father-God’s being is Triune, one in which dwells true, in-

divisible unity and real, non-separable diversity at the same time. Therefore, there are not three 

divided individual high divinities such as the Hindu Trimurti nor does the one God wear three 

masks or reveal himself in three modes of practice.  

Furthermore, to reveal himself truly, Father-God’s creation must possess true unity and 

real diversity at the same time, reflecting his glory. No datum of the creation comes as a non-

connected brute fact, but comes as facts corresponding to the reality upheld by the Triune God 

and cohering to the system of truth upheld by that same God and flowing out of the three-one 
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nature of ultimate reality. Consequently, diversity is not logically prior to unity such as in some 

forms of postmodern philosophy nor is unity logically prior to diversity as seems to be the basic 

presupposition of the S-DDS doctrine.
26

 Both are equally ultimate in the Godhead and his crea-

tion that manifests his glorious Life. Last, the revealed unity and diversity within the Godhead 

consists of both of distinct character qualities and real personal distinction.
27

 This is the supreme 

idea controlling all other ideas, as Colin Gunton reminded us following Samuel Taylor Cole-

ridge: “The Trinity is the idea of ideas”
28

 found in Scripture.  

Furthermore, I presuppose that the S-DDS with its syncretistic (Neo-)Platonic worldview 

substrate, has existed throughout its long and venerable history as only one among other ex-

planatory frameworks that attempt to explain the data and worldview provided by Scripture. And 

even then, the S-DDS, is by far not the best because it denies the total darkness of unregenerate 

human reasoning. We need rebirth and the regenerating Spirit to spiritually “see” (Eph 1:15-19a; 

Tit 3:5-6). The mind set upon the strength of mere “flesh” and not upon the “Spirit” is hostile to 

God, rejects his Word, and indeed is not able to do his instructions (Rom 8:7). Because of the fall 

of Adam, although all know God they reject him, suppress his truth, and their already foolish 

hearts are further darkened, because they exchange their Glory and Light for idolatrous physical 

and mental images of other divinities (Rom 1:18-25). Idol-manufacturing people must hence re-

ject the emptiness of their thinking, and their darkened reflections about divinity because of their 

rebel hearts (Eph 4:17-19) to come to know the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, our Father and 

his Father. Instead, they need to once and for all put off their old person in Adam and irrevocably 

put on the new person in Christ by having their minds continually renewed by the Spirit (Eph 

4:20-24). Our Father speaks solely through his Word, manifest first in the creation revealing the 

Trinitarian principle, in the written Scripture, and perfectly in the God-man, Jesus.
29

 

S-DDS Denies Total Depravity of Autonomous Human Constructs of Divinity  

On the other hand, the S-DDS’s Scripture-autonomous, fleshly, and spiritually blind 

methodology has illogically, it seems to me, proclaimed effable conclusions about, for example, 

the immanent ontology of what they confess to be the sole and ineffable divinity. Certainly, then, 

the divinity the S-DDS describes is definitely not the knowable and interactive God as revealed 

in Scripture. The S-DDS God is not the Father of the still-living Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as 

revealed in both the OT and NT (Ex 2:24; Mt 22:32; Acts 7:32; Is 63:16, 64:8). He is certainly 

not the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ without a huge amount of vacillating equivocation and 

syncretism (see e.g., Eph 1:3; Col 1:3; 2 Cor 1:3, 11:31; Rom 15:6; 1 Pet 1:3). When biblical 

theologians point this out, however, the tradition tends strongly to opts to the default pre-

assessment: “The [Thomist] analogy method” easily solves this dilemma.
30

 I will discuss the 

Thomist analogy method more in-depth later, but it is sufficient to say here that the method is 

actually an “analogy of equivocation” and not an accurate use of the analogy methodology. The 

biblical description of the true diversity of the Father and Spirit interacting with the Son at, for 

example, his baptism and its description of Father-God’s truly diverse love and justice only be-

ing reconciled in the cross (e.g., Rom 3:23-27) are, thus, not mere anthropomorphisms and an-

thropopathisms as the tradition states. Certainly, the “like a dove” used to describe the descent of 

the Spirit is grammatically a simile and other true analogies are used but never equivocally. 

The Biblical Principle of Antithesis  

Next and of major importance, the principle of antithesis of human and divine wisdom is 

a basic given of Scripture. It teaches that no neutral ground exists between human-sourced and 

divine/biblical sourced wisdom.
31

 Concerning every square inch of the earth, the Lord Jesus cries 
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out “Mine” as Abraham Kuyper is famously quoted as saying. All ground with which to com-

municate intelligibly belongs solely to the Creator (Ps 24:1) and his Word. In other words, the 

biblical principle of the antithesis of human natural wisdom, based on the fallen, and God-

rebellious (autonomous) reasoning of humanity over against the pure wisdom revealed from 

above in Scripture must control our understanding of divinity (1 Cor 3:18-21; see also Jas 3:13-

18).
32

 I must hasten to add, this certainly does not include Thomism or any other related syncre-

tistic philosophies, contrary to Steve Duby, who claims that “we should look to this [Thomist] 

philosophical tradition not Kant or Hegel” to express “what God is like according to scriptural 

teaching.”
33

 “Indeed, it is fundamentally an exposition of things human beings know to be true 

prior to engaging in any formal academic work,” he writes a page earlier.
34

 Paul, James, and Jude 

characterize such autonomous theologizing as “ψυχικὸς” dare I say “natural theology,” false-

wisdom, devoid of and untaught by the Spirit, following the “wisdom of this age” (1 Cor 1:20; 

Jude 19), earthly-sourced and not “from above,” even demonic (Jas 3:15; 1 Tim 4:1-4), . God’s 

wisdom, on the other hand, builds solely upon the transcendental foundation
35

 of awesome re-

spect (“fear”) of God and his Word as the first principle of wisdom (Prv 9:10; Pss 19:7-9, 

111:10)
36

 and upon the person, work, and words of our Lord, the very Wisdom of God (Col 2:1-

9; 1 Cor 1:24, 30). He says: “Whatever I say is just what the Father has told me to say” (see, Jn 

12:47-50). Practically, these passages mean that Christ’s Spirit-led, spokesmen vigorously reject 

using any autonomous human wisdom doctrines or methodologies such as the apophatic or per-

fect being methods to find truth that our Father-God has revealed through our King Jesus. He 

himself forbids their use under the theopneutos of Father-God, who, he states, hid the truth from 

the “wise and learned” (NIV) but revealed them only to “babes,” who were solely dependent up-

on Abba’s wisdom from above (Lk 10:21 AV).  

Now, this leads to two further basic assumptions I have been using in this paper. Of pri-

mary importance is that only God’s perspicuous Word can give a proper definition of our Creator 

and of his attributes not human consensus. Human consensus can be wrong and it can reject and 

pervert truth and justice (see e.g., Ex 23:2-3). Only the Bible is Father-God’s revelation. This is 

so basic it should not need to be said. Therefore, it is both anti-biblical and an illogical appeal to 

authority to cling to any ancient consensus as a norm discovered outside of Scripture when such 

a consensus violates clear Scriptural description of our Triune Creator. So clearly, next, those 

religious, philosophical, and scientific traditions contrary to God’s perspicuous word are alone 

truly “foolish,” not wise or beneficial. Jesus was adamant about this, citing Scripture from Isaiah: 

“You nullify the word of God for the sake of your tradition” (Mt 15:6b NIV; Is 29:13). Echoing 

his Lord, Paul teaches that any doctrinal and ethical standard, any methodology, and any wis-

dom-tradition that takes a person “captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy” is a stand-

ard that “depends on human tradition and the elemental spiritual forces of this world.” It does not 

depend solely “on Christ” that is upon Scripture’s revelation of his person, work, and words (Col 

2:7 NIV). Both Paul and John state these truths explicitly. Elemental spirits in rebellion against 

God, the spirit of the pseudo or false Christ, who bring demonic doctrines can indeed truly and 

deeply infect Christianized philosophy and doctrine, twisting the Gospel (e.g., 1 Tim 4:1-8; 1 Jn 

4:1-8; Jam 3:15; Gal 1:8-10). Only in that Gospel can be come into relationship with the Father 

through the Son/Word by the Spirit.  

Paul counters the Greco-Roman philosophical wisdom of his day that undermined the 

Gospel, by quoting a litany of Old Testament sources in support of his contention that God’s 

truth and the idolatrous wisdom traditions about Father-God and his ethical principles are anti-

thetical. Simply put, a simple Thomist divinity with absolutely no diversity and the biblical Fa-
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ther with true-unity-and-true-diversity in himself are mutually contradictory. One is derived from 

Scripture but the other from idolatrous philosophy. Both cannot be true. Paul claims the first al-

ternative is a hostile “wisdom of the world” (1 Cor 1:21, see 17, 18, 19, 20, 3:19; see, Is 29:14, 

64:4, 40:13; Job 5:13; Ps 94:11). Solomon agrees that trusting in YHWH with all one’s heart 

means to never lean on one’s own autonomous understanding (Prv 3:5-6) because only the Ever-

lasting Sufficient One, our YHWH-God, gives wisdom. Solely “from his mouth alone comes 

knowledge and understanding” (Prv 2:6). Our Father, thus, catches the wise in their craftiness, 

destroys the wisdom of the wise, and knows that their thoughts are futile speculations (see, Is 

29:14, 64:4; Job 5:13; Ps 94:11; cf. Rom 1:21-22). They certainly do not describe matters any 

person knows “to be true prior to the engaging in” academic study of Patrology.
37

 Indeed, the 

temptation to build on such autonomous wisdom cut off from the revelatory word of the Father 

was the essence of the first temptation itself. Definitely, the first couple’s eyes were opened as 

the Tempter stated, but only with bitter irony. The irony was that they became “wise in their own 

eyes,” knowing good and evil for themselves, both of which God forbids (Gen 3:7). Instead, they 

were not to live by manufactured bread but to hold on to every word of their Father’s tôranic 

wisdom with holy awe and then to build upon it alone (Prv 3:7; Mt 4:4, 7:24-25; Rom 12:16).  

Now certainly all evangelicals would agree, I would think, that tradition in and of itself is 

not intrinsically evil. It certainly also is true that general revelation (not natural theology) gives 

every human of cognizant mind the external knowledge of God and his core ethical principles so 

that everyone is without excuse (Rom 1:18-21, 32, 2:1-16). Most all Protestants would also be-

lieve that councils of even godly Christian men have often been found to be erroneous (Belgic 

Confession, Art. 7). Much more, then, the opinions of idolatrous philosophers, when violating 

clear Scripture, are biblically heterodox.  Another example of a claim that the S-DDS is the sole 

means to understand divinity is Paul Helm. The S-DDS as the “classical conceptual shape of 

Christian theism offers a template” through which to organize, properly appreciate and to see the 

occasional and unsystematic character” of the varied data on Scripture. Therefore, the S-DDS “is 

not so much an explanatory but a grammatical template” to read the Scripture.
38

 In other words, 

Helm’s approach, like Duby’s, is a means to justify the reading Scriptural data through an auton-

omously decided upon interpretative grid. 

George Eldon Ladd so admirably describes the true nature of this template in his neglect-

ed volume, The Pattern of New Testament Truth. He writes, “because the Platonic dualism is 

roughly similar to [later] Gnostic dualism” of the “missionary context” and because the other 

Greek views such as “Stoic pantheistic materialism” are not dualistic and do not figure much into 

the debate, the then-current and still present “debate on the 1st century “syncretism,” must take 

“Platonic dualism” as “the Greek view” of human wisdom Paul combats.
 39

 To this, I would also 

add that this (Neo)Platonic dualist perspective of ultimate reality was conceptually close to the 

well-developed Gnostic dualism of the Second Century missionary context that Paul prophetical-

ly warned against in his letter to Timothy (e.g., 1 Tim 4:1-7; see also 2 Tim 4:3). The simple god, 

as we shall see, is a close analog to “the Simplex,” the simple divinity of the Neoplatonism that 

so influenced and the early Greek fathers, Augustine, Anselm and Aquinas. The Greco-Roman 

world, Paul proclaimed, certainly never understood the Father’s wisdom because if they had, 

they would never have crucified the Lord of glory (1 Cor 2:1-8), the one who is “our great God 

and Savior, Jesus Christ” become flesh (Tit 2:13; see 2 Pet 1:1-2).  

Pauline sola Scriptura and solus Christus 
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 Certainly, almost all would agree that the scholastic S-DDS tradition did get some bibli-

cal facts correct such as that Jesus and his Father are truly one yet somehow distinct at the same 

time. The original Reformational sola Scriptura teaching, on the other hand, sought to reform all 

of tradition but in this case did not go far enough. Yet, Paul and later Peter clearly write that no 

regenerate believer, in any people-group, ought ever “to go beyond what is written” (1 Cor 4:6c) 

so as to teach “cleverly concocted fables” (2 Pet 2:16). Only by following apostolic advice in the 

matter at hand can a person “think God’s thoughts after him” (Johannes Kepler, C.A. Van Til), 

so as to come to know him and his works.  

 The Corinthians lived face-to-face with a similar cultural narrative and with a similar 

temptation to mix biblical truth with autonomous human wisdom as the scholastic fathers did and 

which we all do today. Those receiving the temptation have rejected a pure Gospel core of the 

Christian worldview narrative. They exclude a solid biblical foundation, built solely on Christ 

(solus Christus – Eph 2:20), for a narrative built on Tradition and Scripture. Therefore, why do 

Protestant and Reformed proponents insist that the biblical narrative and doctrinal data points 

which all agree upon must only be interpreted solely through the single framework of neo-

Platonic influenced tradition? That the Reformation-oriented community that claims it builds 

solely upon Scripture continues debating this demonstrates, in my opinion, the utter blinding ef-

fect of what Ladd correctly call “syncretism.” 

Paul, like the Jewish prophets and the literature of Second Temple Judaism, simply did 

not occupy themselves with the Greco-Roman fascination with a simple divinity, as Richard 

Bauckham
40

 reminds us:  

The idea that divine nature, by contrast with finite creatures, is indivisible or noncompo-

site occupied the Greek philosophical tradition and became an issue for the fathers of the 

early church, but it was not apparent in Jewish literature of this period, not even with 

Philo of Alexandria, the Jewish thinker who appropriates Greek [specifically Platonic] 

philosophical ideas in many respects. 

“In the wisdom of God the world through its wisdom did not know him” (1 Cor 1:21a). 

Paul’s reasoning for rejecting the Greek Simplex divinity is clear. Only Christ is the “wisdom of 

[Father-]God” and only in Christ “are hidden all the treasures of [Father-God’s] wisdom and 

knowledge” (1 Cor 1:30-31; Col 2:3). No pagan Greek would agree because that teaching is 

“foolishness” to them. Only we, however, who possess Spirit-illuminated “eyes” are able to most 

clearly see who Father-God is “in Christ,” as our Lord himself testified several times (e.g., Jn 

14:5-11). Well-educated Paul, thus, most likely was well aware of Jewish proto-Gnostic teachers 

of his day.
41

 He certainly as well aware of Stoic and Epicurean philosophers (Acts 17:18) as 

well. So, it is not unlikely that he was acquainted with [Neo-]Platonic views of divinity as well 

that later morphed into the fully developed simplist teaching of the Scholastics.
42

  

The statement, “not to go beyond that which is written,” according to Paul, means that the 

Father’s true and faithful presuppositions can only be revealed by the Logos-Christ through the 

Holy Spirit. He alone comprehensively searches the mind of the Father (1 Cor 2:10-13). Further, 

he inscripturates solely in the Bible the foundational framework for all that is necessary for wis-

dom and for healthy and reverent life and worship in all areas of life (2 Tim 3:14-17; 2 Pet 1:2-

7). Anything beyond this supreme norm is either a subconscious, syncretistic blurring of vision; 

or perhaps, for some, an outright deception (Ps 1:1; Eph 4:17-21; 1 Tim 4:1-7; Col 2:2-9).
43

 No 

middle ground exists. Either we are totally for our King or completely against him. Either we 

live by Father-God’s thoughts that are higher than our thoughts, or by our own human-centered 

autonomous thoughts (Is 55:6-11). Paul continues, only the “wisdom from above” can interpret 
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correctly our Father’s triune nature and its revelatory reflection in the universe (1 Cor 2:12-16). 

It alone rejects “boasting in man” (1 Cor 3:21) because only in the God-man are hidden all the 

treasures of wisdom and understanding” (Col 2:2-4). Nothing, then, exists for humans to build 

sound and true love of wisdom (philosophy), understanding, and knowledge upon except our Fa-

ther’s thoughts. Paul says without equivocation: “Don’t let anyone deceive himself. He who 

thinks he is wise in this age must first become a fool according to the idolatrous world’s stand-

ards in order to become genuinely wise. The wisdom of idolatrous cultures is foolishness before 

God . . . so that no-one can boast in man” (1 Cor 3:18-20, my translation).  

Conclusion to the doctrine of antithesis 

 Certainly, the passages I have cited do offend some just as our Lord offended many with 

strong truth (Mt 15:2). However, any “earthly-sourced” wisdom-tradition not solely coming 

down from above from the “Father of lights” does offend the fleshly mind, which is hostile to 

God, does not seek him nor understand him (Rom 3:9-12, 8:7-8). The earthly sourced tradition 

is, “soulish” and “devoid of the Spirit”, ultimately “demonic,” from the Prince of lies himself 

(Jas 3:12; Jude 19; Eph 2:1-3). In the Apostle’s day, it threatened the very core of the Gospel and 

still negates the true personal and interactive knowledge with our Father by the Spirit through 

Christ even today.  

From this, I deduce, biblical-exegetical theology must be given priority in all matters of 

Patrology in order to discover a proper theology. Out of these careful biblical theological conclu-

sions, checked with careful cross-cultural consultation with fellow believers, can collaborating 

theologians build a biblical-theologically based Systematic Theology. Only based upon these two 

can Scripture-dependent Philosophical Theology be developed. S-DDS proponents begin in ex-

actly the opposite direction, it seems.
44

 Any other procedure leads to syncretism at best or a bla-

tant return to idolatry with redefined “Christianized” terms at worst. 

Therefore, also, a biblical Christian, founded upon the Reformational sola Scriptura, 

needs to confess that any earthly-sourced wisdom-template “based on merely human commands 

and teachings” is empty of divine wisdom (Col 2:22 NIV; Jas 3:15). No philosophical tradition 

and interpretative template, therefore, can remain true and reject the perspicuous words of our 

Father in Scripture. This includes any ancient religious or metaphysical tradition of the elders 

(Mt 15:1-8) including the simplicity doctrine.
45

  

Only through living by the purified and true Scripture-words of Father-God can a person 

live with wisdom (Dt 8:2-3; Mt 4:4, 7:24-27; Ps 12:6). Our heart and conscience, washed by 

Christ’s blood and now led in the Spirit, must be taught only by that perspicuous Word and the 

clear logical deductions from it as the best of the Reformational confessions state (Rom 9:1; Heb 

9-10), even though, I grant, they all confess a simple God without parts. This lack of consistency 

demonstrates again, I believe, the blinding effects of syncretism and of tradition even upon our 

best Western Confessions of Faith (Mt 15:14). Hence, “let God be true and every man liar” (Rom 

3:5). Any locus of theology that includes invented earthly-sourced theological constructs that do 

not come “from above” is a “worthless thing,” and idolatrous. “Turn my eyes away from worth-

less things, preserve my life according to your word” (Ps 119:17). Fleshly human minds are a 

veritable “idol factory,” as John Calvin reminds us. Only as that Word, breathed out and now 

illuminated by the Spirit of the Father (1 Pet 1:17; Rom 8:10-11) teaches us, can the international 

body of Christ able to organize the data of Scripture into true doctrinal loci. 

 Last, it seems to me that invoking mystery when the secret has been clearly revealed, in 

order to obfuscate a real contradiction in the simplicity doctrine muddles perspicuous truth. The 
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God of Scripture includes two truths within himself. “Only [one] true God,” the Father-God of 

“Jesus Christ, whom [he] … has sent” (Jn 17:3), exists. The second truth is that this same Father 

possesses and mutually indwells his Son and Spirit, sharing his everlasting power, divine nature, 

and hence shares equal glory, worth/value, and power with them (Jn 5:18; Php 2:6). Yet at least 

in the economy of pre-planning, then creation and redemption (and most likely also in the imma-

nent Trinity as well), the three have always possessed different roles. For example, it was always 

befitting that only the Word (the Son, the Image, the Radiance of God’s Glory) would become 

incarnate. The Three possess true and real unity and also at the same time they also possess real 

diversity of role. Furthermore, “I and my Father are one,” thus, must also include the Spirit in 

that self-same divine identity because only the Son knows the Father and the Spirit witnesses of 

all that the Son possesses. Also, the Spirit knows the deep things of the Father. Yet, only one 

Name exists with a real diversity of the three persons (Mt 28:18). Only in these three distinct in-

teracting Persons do we inescapably encounter singular divine Being. On the other hand, the S-

DDS account that a simple, non-diverse divinity exists (somehow, illogically, with three Per-

sons), and the biblical account that Father-God exists with real diversity of Persons within his 

single being, are antithetical. No amount of word juggling can harmonize the two as Aquinas and 

his followers have tried for centuries. There is a way forward, however, which I will explore in 

this and future articles on the nature and attributes of Father-God for our multi-ethnic world. 

Summary 

In summary, first, biblical-theological wisdom concerning the “doctrine of Father” (Pa-

trology), in direct contradistinction to the scholastic/Thomist philosophical “theology proper,” is 

solely taught by the Spirit in Scripture. “The instruction from your mouth is more precious to me 

than thousands of pieces of silver and gold” (Ps 119:72), so why seek treasure anywhere else? 

Paul reiterates throughout the whole first section of First Corinthians the same (see e.g., 1 Cor 

2:10-16). Divine wisdom, which solely comes from the mouth of the Father of Lights though the 

Spirit, cannot be derived from Scripture-autonomous human wisdom. The Tradition – I capitalize 

deliberately –will never be able to come to know the true Abba of our Lord Jesus Christ: “In the 

wisdom of God the world through its wisdom did not come to know God” (1 Cor 1:21a, see con-

text, 1:19-21). Therefore, biblical theological wisdom, derived from both Testaments, discerned 

with sensitivity to genre and context yet without the distorting spectacles that syncretizes with 

neoplatonic philosophy, falsifies the simplicity doctrine of natural theology.  

Second, I believe, Paul would claim that Greco-Roman natural theology (and its simplici-

ty template) was “wisdom of the [idolatrous] world.” Hence, it is an alternative-enlightenment 

(Gen 3:1-7), that illicitly believes the simplicity template of classical philosophical speculation 

instead of God’s interpreting word.  Biblical Christians must stand with what Luther is reputed to 

have stated: “Here I stand; I cannot do otherwise” with my heart and conscience captive to the 

Word of God alone. If we do not stand upon that, we could all come to accept some of the radical 

Gospel perversions that the Tridentine institution adopted by declaring Aquinas, “the” Doctor of 

the Church (Leo XIII, 1880). No natural theology can ever come to know the Father-God, hence 

he “was pleased” to make himself known only through the preaching of the Gospel-word.
46

  

Philosophical theologian, Ryan Mullins, is spot on when discussing simplicity defender, 

James Dolezal. He, like Paul Helm, who wrote the Foreword to the volume Mullins is reviewing, 

use the same flawed theological methodology. They both selectively read Scripture. 

Dolezal is starting his project with the God of classical theism and then turning to the Bi-

ble for proof-texts. … That this is Dolezal’s approach [is supported] upon surveying the 
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bibliography of ATIIG [All That Is In God]. In the bibliography, one will see a prepon-

derance of references to works on Thomistic metaphysics, and yet only one reference to a 

biblical scholar – D. A. Carson. ... I gather that such biblical scholars are excluded from 

the conversation because they do not take the contemplative approach to theology.
47

 

Dolezal does not agree with Mullins. He doubles down: “The contemplative approach to theolo-

gy proper treats God as an ahistorical being and seeks to discover the timeless truths about Him 

by thinking through the implications and entailments of those things He has revealed.”
48

  

Analogy Methodology 

Not only does the S-DDS’s method reject the sola Scriptura derived doctrine of antithe-

sis, it rejects the Scripture’s true analogy procedure to reason about the nature of our knowable 

Father. Duby, for example, responds to the critique of analytical philosophers by complaining 

that they express “the analytic [philosophers’] exasperation about the real identity of God’s per-

fections or properties turns on [their] … presumption of univocity.” Instead, humans must relin-

quish “the penchant to stencil the structures of creaturely ontology or cognition onto God’s being 

…. God’s properties … are present in God differently than in the creature.”
49

 Duby’s assertion, 

however, flows out of the common scholastic presupposition of the “sheer alterity” consisting of 

a “categorical distinction” and a “fundamentally different [ontological] order” between the divin-

ity and the creation.
50

 In other words, according to the S-DDS a dualistic absolute-dissimilarity 

between the ontologies of the One/Simplex and that of the Many creatures exists. This presuppo-

sition is alien to Scripture but found in ancient holist philosophies.
51

  

As we will see, the Bible teaches that Father-God possesses and indeed is in himself both 

true unity and real manyness/diversity at the same time and within the same Being. To reveal 

himself in the creation, the Creator made every creature to reflect something of this same trinitar-

ian principle. The result is that all humans are indeed able to know something exactly about our 

Father-God by the principle of true analogy and are therefore be “without excuse.” If what we 

know is merely our conception of God but not what he has revealed to us, then humans have an 

excuse. Anything other than this would allow some human to rightly claim that God is unjust 

(Rom 9:14). However, Paul is clear: Let God be true and every person a liar (Rom 3:3) and he 

judges according to the truth every thought and deed of humans who constantly suppress the 

Creator’s truth (Rom 2:2, 6, 1:18-21). If both of these propositions are false, then God, the Father 

in Christ, would not be able to justly judge the world (Rom 3:6).  

However, in the S-DDS, the divinity’s character qualities and properties are not real dis-

tinctions within the non-diverse essence. In a simple spirit, each is only distinct in human cogni-

tion, because the Essence is a true Oneness. In creatures, these sorts of character qualities actual-

ly do differ because creatures partake of real diversity. But, this is begging the question. The 

Doctors only know this by first presupposing the Simplex of ancient philosophy. Duby, for one, 

claims this does not lead to agnosticism about the real immanent nature of the simple divinity.
52

 

Citing Aquinas and Francis Turretin, he claims that though all the attributes of the Simplex are 

actually without real diversity, they are, nonetheless, not synonymous.
53

 This is a real contradic-

tion. Such mystical gnosis of the One differs little from Veda’s Brahman and Plotinus’ the One, 

and, in my opinion, is one clear reason why a revival of Trinitarianism came to pass in the 20
th

 

century. That revival is threatened by such over-zealous reassertion of such incomprehensibility. 

My point is this. Certainly, no sound theologian claims that humanity has comprehensive 

knowledge of God. Yet, on the other hand, if a person rejects a core univocal connection point, 

no analogy possesses any meaning whatsoever.
54

 The Father, Scripture teaches, created the 
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whole universe to reveal his glory so that humans can find him (Acts 17:23, 27) and no longer 

have to grope around in noetic darkness. He is not able to create in any other way because every-

thing he does from creation to consummation reflects his character and glorious being: “The 

heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands” (Ps 19:1; Rom 1:18-

21; Eph 1:4-14; Ps 115:1; Is 43:7). Therefore, it is proper to reason upward from his revelation in 

creation – illuminated and checked by Scripture, certainly – to understand something about Fa-

ther-God by true “analogy without equivocation.” In addition, Father-God created us in his im-

age and likeness to represent himself on earth. Further, he sent his “only-begotten,” “his first 

born,” and the “radiance of his glory” to earth. We understand these terms only by an analogical 

method that reasons from his revelation in creation, illuminated by the Spirit in the Word. (This 

is not equivalent to Scripture-autonomous natural theology).  

Consequently, our Lord descended from glory to take on full humanity in order to reveal 

Father-God to us. To understand our Father in those points that he has revealed himself in Christ, 

then, no one can discount the full sufficiency of our Lord’s incarnate manifestation of the person, 

work, and character of Abba (Jn 1:1-3, 14-18, 5:17-30, 14:5-11, 31, 15:24). Next, only the He-

brews’ Scripture can accurately describe the only living God, who was only “known in/through 

Judah” (Ps 76:1; Jer 9:23-24; Jn 4:22; see Rom 3:2) and known, at present, only “in Christ,” the 

true Israel (Jn 15:1), “the Messiah, who is God over all, forever praised! Amen!” (Rom 9:1-5 

NIV). Hence, now only in Christ are we are able to come to know the Father (Jn 1:1, 14-18, 4:22, 

17:1-3; Heb 1:1-3; Lk 10:22). Consequently, how Father-God interacted on earth with both his 

Israelite son and with the incarnate Jewish Son par excellence ought also to analogically reveal 

quite a bit about how he interacts with the Son (and the Spirit) before the creation. Otherwise, the 

Scriptures I cited above are incoherent and we know nothing about who Father-God is.  

 This is true, after all, because he chose to reveal his person, character, attributes, and his 

actions, along with the interpretation of their meaning, only through the Israelite seers and 

prophets and finally in his Judean Son (Heb 1:1). Among these, I include the foundational Jew-

ish “apostles and prophets” of our Lord (Eph 2:20, 3:5). It is through this wisdom alone, all 

mankind would be able to come to relationally know him, the true God of all the earth (Jn 17:3). 

This word, and only this word, is the Jew’s Gospel for all nations. Richard Bauckham agrees: 

“Since the biblical God has a name and a character, since this God acts, speaks, relates, can be 

addressed and, in some sense, known, the analogy of human personal identity suggests itself as 

the category with which to synthesize the biblical and biblical understanding of God.” He is, 

hence, “not the philosophical abstraction to which the intellectual currents of contemporary 

Greek thought aspired.”
55

 

 John’s Gospel and First Letter substantiates Bauckham’s claim. We have true knowledge 

of the Father and the Son from what we experience, “see,” “touch,” and “hear,” concerning the 

“Word of Life” incarnate. Through him, and the Father’s earthly relationship with him and the 

Spirit, we analogously come to know concrete things about Father. Again, I want to emphasize 

that Scripture elsewhere clearly teaches that Father-God is not physical but “pure spirit” (Jn 

4:24). So, we cannot reason analogically from our physical eyes and ears to the spiritual Father 

or the spiritual Word in the Father [ὁ λόγος … ἐν τῷ πατρί] (Jn 1:1, 18, 10:38, 14:10, 11) in or-

der to impute these to the Father as do the Mormons. Again, we cannot know comprehensively. 

Yet we can know what is revealed about Father-God from what we “see,” “hear,” “touch,” con-

cerning Christ through the eye-witness testimony in the Gospels and Epistles.  

 Our Lord sums this up: “If you see me, you have seen the Father” (Jn 14:9-11). His 

words and works truly reveal the Father by the analogy-of-univocal-core:  
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Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’? 

Don’t you believe that I am in the Father, and that the Father is in me? The words I say to 

you I do not speak on my own authority. Rather, it is the Father, living in me, who is do-

ing his work. Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; or at 

least believe on the evidence of the works themselves. (NIV) 

 Taking all this in account, we can, logically, reason analogically back to the immanent 

Father-Son relationship from what we know about God in Christ from Scripture’s description of 

the economic relations.
56

 Scripture is Father-God’s sole written revelation and is the first and fi-

nal check against any theological error. Therefore, Scripture itself ought to be read only through 

philosophical “glasses” – that is through worldview presuppositions – themselves derived from 

Scripture alone. These presuppositions can be discovered in a careful hermeneutical process of 

discovery from Scripture, then checked by experience, the international community of Christ-

followers, by logical coherency, and by correspondence to actual historical-grammatical exege-

sis. Sound logical deductions flowing back to the very nature of the Father and his living Logos-

word can also be discovered as based on Scripture alone.
57

 Now, it is also true that all languages 

use the Law of Contradiction and other logic principles codified by, for example, Aristotle. Yet 

even these logical principles can be found in Scripture and must be modified so as to never con-

tradict what Scripture, the very truth of the God of truth, states and substantiates.
58

  

Christ and the Bible use the analogy-of-univocal-core method 

“You are good and what you do is good” (Ps 119:68). We can know the character of Fa-

ther-God based on what he does in our lives, reasoning from the economy to the immanent char-

acter of our Father. Scripture and especially Christ and the Apostles, hence, use this analogy-of-

univocal-core method to make sound deductions. They do not use the analogy-of-equivocation 

methodology such as the S-DDS uses.
59

 Several examples of this process are in order. Paul 

makes an analogy in his Corinthian correspondence that reasons from the function of the “spirit 

of man” back to the analogous functioning of the “Spirit of God.” From this, he comes to specif-

ic and knowable conclusions about the internal thoughts of Father-God that the Spirit searches 

out and then reveals to Paul and the other emissaries of Christ (1 Cor 2:11). The Psalmist analog-

ically compares a good earthly father to our heavenly Father’s compassion: “As a father has 

compassion on his children, so the LORD has compassion on those who fear him; for he knows 

how we are formed, he remembers that we are dust. (Ps 103:13-14 NIV). The Lord Jesus himself 

uses a similar father-Father analogy, even seeing a flash of the “image of God” within the shat-

tered mirror of the Pharisees’ lives! “If you, then, though you are evil, know how to give good 

gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give good gifts to those who 

ask him!” (Mt 7:11 NIV). A fourth example, interestingly enough compares a mother’s God-

given instinct, derived from the imago Dei, to the tender love of our Father in heaven: “Can a 

woman forget her baby who nurses at her breast? Can she withhold compassion from the child 

she has borne? Even if mothers were to forget, I could never forget you!” (Is 49:15 NET).  

Again, this analogy-of-univocal-core type of reasoning
60

 does not give comprehensive 

knowledge but limited, specific, and true knowledge. Father-God created humanity in his image 

to think as he thinks. This remains true even though, as our Lord acknowledged above, human-

kind apart from him as the renewed Image of God, has fallen into rebellion with hardened dark-

ness of heart. Father-God is incomprehensible for humanity only as to knowing him in his totali-

ty. However, because of revelation regenerate believers can know him at that exact points that he 

reveals to us. The Apostle John, along with all the biblical authors, are emphatic, then, that hu-
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manity can possess mutual and interpersonal knowledge (γινώσκω) of the Father who first comes 

to know us (1 Cor 8:2; Gal 4:9).
61

 John hence is able to write: “I have written you, children, be-

cause you have come to know [ἐγνώκατε]
62

 the Father” – personally and relationally (1 Jn 2:13 

CSB). In other words, we can know something exactly true with all the languages God created to 

be able to understand his written Word translated into the “vulgar [common non-Latin] language 

of every nation unto which they come” (WCF 1.8). God created these languages for humans to 

come to know him, otherwise all we can do is intuit him by mystical methodologies derived from 

natural theology not Scripture.
63

 “To disciple all the peoples” means to communicate biblical 

truths about Father-God in comprehensible terms in each people-groups’ vernacular. 

S-DDS “Analogically” Explains Away Accounts of Divine-Human Interaction 

The basic presupposition of the S-DDS metaphysical theory is that true unity cannot exist 

with true diversity because the two are radically opposite so that the one and the many constantly 

war against each other as the Oneness principle seeks to absorb the Manyness (diversity) princi-

ple and vice versa.
64

 The tradition prioritizes absolute simple-unity, the Simple One, as the total-

ly-Other, so that absolutely no analogy at all exist with any created object. The divinity, thus is 

ineffable, without real description in God-created languages.  

A scriptural Trinitarian view, on the other hand, teaches that if no intra-biblical interpre-

tative keys indicate otherwise, clear statements about our interactive Father stand. Those state-

ments ought of necessity to be taken univocally, yet only at the specific points of correspondence 

between the Creator and the creation that the Author intends. Nothing more or less than this is 

necessary, using, first, a process of coming to understand perhaps similar to the process needed 

to understand our Lord’s parables. Second, our Lord and the NT author’s often reason from crea-

turely things to the Creator by arguing from the lesser to the greater (i.e., “how much more,” e.g., 

Prv 11:31; Mt 7:11; Lk 12:24, 28; Rom 5:9, 10, 11:24; Heb 12:9). Clear Scripture language can 

be read in a straight-forward way, while keeping in mind the intention of the authors.  

On the other hand, again, the S-DDS rationalizes away the many perspicuous and persis-

tent biblical accounts of interaction between Father-God and humanity as mere anthropopathic 

and anthropomorphic analogies. In other words, the Tradition knows better than the clear revela-

tion of the Scripture.
65

 As seen, the divinity according to the S-DDS theory must be radically 

“wholly other,” differing absolutely and fundamentally from anything in the creation so that no 

physical object in this multi-verse of diversity can serve as a real analog of the simple Unity con-

sisting of pure non-diversity. William F. Vallicella summarizes the S-DDS doctrine, “God is not 

only radically non-anthropomorphic, but radically non-creaturomorphic, not only in respect of 

the properties he possesses, but in his manner of possessing them. The simple God … differs in 

his very ontology from any and all created beings.”
66

  

Paul R. Hinlicky in Divine Simplicity: Christ the Crisis of Metaphysics is certainly cor-

rect, then, concerning Thomas Aquinas (and others in the tradition): “For Thomas divine sim-

plicity is … a cipher for apophatic transcendence.” Paradoxically, as he points out, Aquinas at-

tempts a kataphatic (a positive biblical) description of this transcendence as comparable to crea-

turely being but being syncretistic (my term) and “unstable” (Hinlicky’s term) the “analogy col-

lapses into equivocation.”
67

 However, this universe is made up of objects possessing both real-

unity-and-true-diversity at the same time like the Godhead, and hence at certain univocal points 

are able to analogically reflects the immanent Tri-Unity of the Father’s being. On the tradition’s 

account, use of anthropomorphisms and anthropopathisms would actually be meaningless be-

cause they are grounded upon an analogy of equivocation and tell us nothing about what Father-

God, actually is in his Being, fully interpenetrated as he is with the Word-Son and the Spirit. 
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When James Dolezal and others defend the classic S-DDS,
68

 they seem to believe that 

any interaction between God and a creature is only an illusive-appearance of interaction but not a 

true revelation, an unveiling of the immanent nature of Father-God, which is hidden in mystery. 

“God alters the revelation of Himself without altering Himself ontologically…. The proper locus 

of all change is in the revelation of God—as it appears to us successively.”
69

 Citing Bavinck, he 

claims that Scripture is “anthropomorphic through and through,” seemingly denying any true 

revelation because everything is accommodated. He continues, “the biblical depiction of change 

in God [is] … figurative and accommodated expressions designed to convey something true 

about God, though not under a form of modality proper to Him.”
70

 By this, he means that the 

perfect divine Being does not and cannot really interact or be revelatory through any creature. 

Logically, this must include through even the real humanity of Christ though he rejects the de-

duction. Any interaction with the creature is appearance only. The Docetic conclusions are nec-

essary and only a form of syncretism can skirt the issue. 

Summary: Scripture falsifies the D-DDS and its analogy-of-equivocation method 

Ryan Mullins correctly concludes that few proponents actually realize how radical the 

underlying presupposition of the S-DDS dualism actually is.
71

 Some exact, univocal correspond-

ence between the revealed economic nature of God the Father (with the Son, and Spirit) and the 

ontological Being of God must exist otherwise we know nothing at all about our Father. Our 

minds must be captive to God’s Word alone for interpretative keys because it is God’s own self-

revelation. Every true analogy must have some basis of univocal comparison with the created 

world to have meaning at all.  The creation including the creation of the written word reflects 

Father’s Triune nature. In other words, we possess revelation to be able to understand something 

about God. Paul’s principle of ‘antithesis’ means that the only common intellectual ground be-

tween a believer and unbeliever is God’s ground, which unbelievers attempt surreptitiously to 

pass off as their own wisdom. Only on the basis of what God has designed can we even have in-

telligent and understandable conversations with unbelievers about simplicity. 

For S-DDS proponents, all analogies comparing something in this creation to the Creator 

are actually analogies of equivocation. Furthermore, the S-DDS teaches that both God’s revealed 

description of true diversity within God are only accommodative revelations of what only ap-

pears to be interactive change and diversity within God’s nature. The tradition claims certitude 

that this diversity is actually non-existent.
72

 Hence, Scripture itself, because it uses analogies-of-

univocal-contact-point falsifies the S-DDS. It is never necessary to use the distorting lenses of 

that extra-biblical philosophy to understand our Father or divine nature. The one presupposing 

that perspicuous scriptural language about our relational Father is always “analogical-equivocal” 

bears the burden of proof to demonstrate that Scripture actually establishes simplicity.   

It is clear, then, that at the core of the radical S-DDS worldview, biblical concepts of Fa-

ther-God are syncretized with an alien philosophy not built on Christ (Col 2:2:2-4, 6-9 NIV).  

The Simplex of the philosophers is unsuccessfully mixed with the biblical description of the 

complex-simplicity
73

 of God like olive oil and water shaken together. Certainly, found in this 

mix are pure droplets of the interactive Father-God of the Bible, who always-dwells with his Son 

and Spirit in a never-dissoluble triunity. However, the oil of the classical Simplex in this mixture 

is unnecessary, distorting the core Gospel message. Only the pure, core revelation of the Father 

(with the Son and Spirit) is sufficient and necessary for the correct contextualization of the Word 

in all the cultures of the earth. It destroys the Great Commission mandate to take this syncretism 

to the nations. Our Lord commanded us to teach only what he instructed. Yet, the S-DDS, as ex-

emplified by Aquinas, but ultimately including all other weaker versions of the DDS, ascribe to 
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the “foolishness” of the Word of Christ only secondary authority under the supreme magisterial 

authority of the human tradition of simplicity. James Dolezal follows Paul Helm: “Classical 

Christian theism is a set of rules, a ‘grammatical template’ by which we are enabled to coherent-

ly hold together the diversity of biblical statements about God.”
74

 The S-DDS divinity is discon-

certingly similar to the neoplatonic Simplex,
75

 borrowed from the Hellenistic milieu, while syn-

cretizing that concept with the portrayal of the Father revealed in Scripture. 

S-DDS Trinity is Not Compatible with Biblical Trinitarian Doctrine 

The Philosophical Root of the Simplicity Dogma 

I have alluded to much to the philosophical roots of the S-DDS but here we will discuss it 

more in depth. The doctrine of a simple Oneness was perhaps first represented in the ancient 

Greco-Roman world by Parmenides (A. Plantinga, C. Gunton),
76

 continued through the Neo-

Platonic tradition (“Plotinian neo-Platonic” – J. Frame, N. Wolterstorff, C. Plantinga)
77

 and is 

very similar to other syncretistic wisdom traditions (e.g., Islamic, Jewish, Brahmanistic – D.B. 

Hart).
78

 Both Hellenistic and Indic traditions, it seems, possessed an ancient consensus that the 

ultimate divinity is immortal, indissoluble, unchanging, and uniform.
79

 Conservative Lutheran 

Theologian, Francis Pieper, is candid that the term “simplex” describes God (though he denies 

that the source is ancient philosophy, claiming it is actually Scripture): “Since finite human rea-

son cannot comprehend the infinite and absolute simplex, God condescends to our weakness and 

in his Word divides Himself, as it were, into a number of attributes which our faith can grasp and 

to which it can cling.” Diverse characteristics are only appearance (“as it were”) but are only an 

“accommodation to the laws of human thought processes or logic,” but are not actually real be-

cause within the simplex “the essence and the divine attributes are absolutely identical.”
80

 

It is clearly impossible for a truly simple divinity to possess any actual diversity, parts or 

accidents at all.
81

 Respected philosophical theologian, Katherin Rogers, agrees: “With God we 

do not hypothesize any unity underlying the diversity because there is no diversity.”
82

 Rogers’ 

explanation of divinity attempts to describe the unspeakable in human terms that do not and in-

deed cannot really describe the ineffable. Hence, according to the S-DDS, no real distinction ex-

ists between any of the various Scripture-revealed character and attribute properties because no 

true distinctions can exist within a Simplex and especially between the divinity’s essence and 

God-self’s existence. The divinity, thus, must be identical to his/her/its attributes,
83

 as St. Augus-

tine reminds us – though illogically, it seems to me, excluding the true diversity of the three Per-

sons: “And this Trinity is one God; and none the less simple because a Trinity. [And] … the na-

ture of the good is simple … because it is what it has, with the exception of the relation of the 

persons to one another.”
84

 According to the S-DDS, no metaphysical spatiality, motion or se-

quence, and certainly no metaphysical diversity of various truly distinct character attributes as 

revealed in Scripture actually exist within the Simple One.  

Richard Bauckham, as seen above, demonstrates the stark contrast with the biblical view. 

He continues, “The essential element of … Jewish monotheism … puts [YHWH] in a class of his 

own, a wholly different class from any other heavenly or supernatural beings” as sole totally in-

dependent Creator and Ruler of all things (Neh 9:6). This wholly different class of Being is not a 

mental abstraction nor an ontological distinction of pure unity in contradistinction to creaturely 

many-ness. Instead, the distinction consists of Father-God’s “transcendent uniqueness.” 

Especially important for identifying this … are statements that distinguish YHWH by 

means of a unique relationship to the whole of reality: YHWH alone is Creator of all 
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things, whereas all other things are created by him; YHWH alone is the sovereign Lord of 

all things, whereas all other things serve or are subject to his universal lordship.”
85

  

Ancient dualism 

The fundamental presupposition behind the S-DSS and its variants is that of Greek dual-

ism. Katherine Rogers summarizes this development flowing out of the ancient problem of the 

relationship of the one and the many. 

It was the fact that Thales concluded that there must be some fundamental unity underly-

ing the multiplicity of the world of experience that made him a philosopher, after all. The 

view that simplicity is a perfection, implying immutability and incorruptibility, was es-

tablished by the time of Parmenides and found its fullest expression in the Neoplatonic 

system of Plotinus who considered the term “One” to be the least inadequate name for the 

source of all. When the great religious thinkers of the middle ages strove to produce a 

systematic world-view synthesizing divine revelation and Greek philosophy they made 

the absolute simplicity of God the keystone of their intellectual structure.
86

 

S-DDS is, thus, based on a “synthesis,” or better, syncretism, founded upon dualist philosophy 

postulating a strong antithetical dialectic between the one (“fundamental unity underlying the 

multiplicity of the world of experience”) and manyness (“multiplicity of … experience”). Such 

dualism teaches that only two dialectical opposite substances exist in the universe: Total simple 

unity and complete diversity or multiplicity.  

Herman Dooyeweerd correctly calls this non-Trinitarian dualism the common grond-

motief (foundational culture-theme) of Western philosophy and religion for at least two millen-

nia. It blinds the eyes of philosophers of this age, as Paul warned. I continue to maintain that it 

abandons sola Scriptura, its teaching of redemptive historical development (a restorative escha-

tology principle), and its Trinitarian Principle of the “equal ultimacy of the one and the many” 

within the Being of the Father. The S-DDS syncretism presupposes the priority of a unity with-

out any real diversity and then its proponents read Scripture through those lenses. According to 

Paul’s prescient warning, the S-DDS syncretic mixture seems to have taken scholastic theology 

“captive through … deceptive philosophy, which depends [not] … on Christ” (Col 2:8 NIV; see 

1 Tim 4:1-8; 1 Jn 4:1-8). The ancient (Neo-)Platonic dualism believes that true unity cannot exist 

with true diversity because the two are radical opposites. Each constantly wars against each other 

principle, moving in one or the other direction when humans prioritize unity or diversity as logi-

cally or ontologically prior to the other.
87

 The result of prioritizing of absolute simple-unity is 

that the simple divinity is absolutely indescribable. Ryan Mullins correctly states that few S-DDS 

proponents actually realize how radical the underlying presuppositions of their dualism are.
88

  

Now, to be a somewhat biblical Christian, certain revealed distinctions between the three 

persons must be added to the S-DDS, otherwise a Simplist is merely a Modalist. In other words, 

to create personal, metaphysical “distinct space” for a Trinity of persons within such an absolute-

ly non-diverse, simple Being, S-DDS advocates merge the Neo-Platonic Simplex with some 

Scriptural insights in an unsteady synthesis. This mixture is an attempt to solve the cognitive dis-

sonance coming from absorbing the Greco-Roman dualist assumption and biblical doctrine of the 

Trinity. The traditional and unconsciously accepted consensus has continued into modern theol-

ogy and Christianized culture, as Herman Dooyeweerd and some of his most biblical disciples 

such as Albert Wolters demonstrate.
89

  

However, Scripture does not prioritize the simple oneness of God above the true diversity 

of God as the S-DDS theory does. God, consequently, only can be meaningfully known as the 
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God revealed in the canonical books, as the Prophets state over and over again. Any other god 

beside the one true God is an invention of humanity’s very fertile and always rebellious specula-

tion (Rom 1:21-22; Eph 4:17-18). Instead of prioritizing the simple oneness of God, Scripture 

presupposes throughout its warp and woof the “equal ultimacy of the one and the many” within 

the Godhead as C.A. Van Til states:  

Using the language of the One-and-Many question we contend that in God the one and 

the many are equally ultimate. Unity in God is no more fundamental than diversity, and 

diversity in God is no more fundamental than unity. The persons of the Trinity are mutu-

ally exhaustive of one another. The Son and the Spirit are ontologically on a par with the 

Father.
90

 

The sacred writings, thus, portray our Father as possessing true diversity of character 

qualities yet at the same time also dwelling within ever-living oneness of true Spirit-Being with 

the Son and the Spirit. Hence, God possesses both the truly diverse properties of, for example, 

love and justice. In other words, his character is very compassionate and healing (Ex 15:26, 34:6-

7; Ps 103:1-3), yet always just (Dt 32:4; Ezra 9:15; Is 5:16; Mal 2:17; 1 Jn 1:9). Furthermore, the 

Scripture derived doctrine that Father-God has always possessed real-unity-and-true-diversity at 

the same time within himself is what Samuel Coleridge termed the idea controlling all other ide-

as.
91

 It is the foundational and inescapable presupposition of thought in the universe created to 

reflect the glory of the Three-One Godhead. A person seeking to deny the truth uses it uncon-

sciously in order to deny it.
92

 In other words, the statement, “I deny that true unity and real diver-

sity are necessary” makes a meaningful, unified statement using the morphemic diversity of 

sounds to produce the meaning.  

Worship Relationship of the Triune God with His Creatures 

Finally, third, the simplicity doctrine does not evoke true worship as some claim. Only an 

interactive Father-God, ever-dwelling in real-unity with and within the true-diversity of the 

Word (“the Lamb”) and the seven-fold Spirit, is the proper goal of awe, glory, and worship (e.g., 

Jude 24; Rev 1:17, 4:9-11, 5:1-14). To the Father, through the Son by the Spirit is the normal re-

vealed order of the worship of the Triune God (see e.g., Eph 1:3-14, 3:14-21; 2 Cor 1:3). A non-

diverse simplicity may perhaps evoke an awesome mystery of the numinous, what Rudolf Otto 

described as mysterium tremendum et fascinans.
93

 As utter voiceless mystery, the “numinous” 

must be totally and absolutely “Wholly Other” – so different that no analogy exists. But such 

trembling and fascination is the same feeling a Hindu devotee will give to the ineffable Brahman. 

Is it any wonder that Hindu’s turn to idols to express their devotion? Could this help explain how 

much graven image, iconic, and mental idolatries (e.g., Col 3:5) we see throughout the old, apos-

tate Christendom? 

So, according to Otto, such mystical contemplation evokes a reaction of silence. Yet hu-

mans need to verbally proclaim their honor, thanks and praise to their Creator and Father (Rom 

1:21, 25). The Psalms are full of this theme. Further, the divinity of Otto and the S-DDS does not 

produce the terror of a treasonous rebel standing before a good, yet holy and just Sovereign 

Creator as when Isaiah stood before Yahweh-Jesus at the time of his call to become a prophet (Is 

6; Jn 12:41). Instead the S-DDS teaching provokes angst because that divinity presents itself as 

an overpowering Supremely Ineffable. Yet, everyone fears judgment and death, because they 

know that “those who do these things deserve to die” and that they are captive to the inevitable 

death and subsequent condemnation that come after it, as Paul and the writer of the Hebrews re-
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minds us (Rom 1:32, 2:16; Heb 2:14, 9:24). Finally, the Otto’s numinous presents itself as fasci-

nans, because the non-diverse divinity of the S-DDS is absolutely outside of our diverse reality. 

As D. B. Hart states, as we have seen, this describes all mystical faiths but has nothing whatso-

ever to do with biblical Father (contra, e.g., Gavin Ortlund, and Pui Him Ip).
94

  

True worship comes only from honoring the Father through his Spirit and truth in both 

word and deed (Jn 4:24; 1 Jn 3:18).  Worship includes verbal praise of his many diverse charac-

ter qualities of goodness, mercy, justice, compassion, and so forth. Glorifying our Father-God in 

Scripture is accompanied with music, clapping, singing, hand raising, shouting, dance, trumpets, 

hand drums, and stringed instruments because he is, was, and ever-will be the same gracious, 

just, and relational Father with the Word made flesh, and his personally-experienced Spirit. The 

stoicized worship of the Simplex in silent trembling before an Incomprehensible has nothing in 

common with biblical worship. The only way to have both is to introduce some measure of syn-

cretism.  

The biblical triune Father, Son, and Spirit are the proper subject of worship but in proper 

order: “For through him [the exalted Christ] we both [Jews and those of the idolatrous peoples] 

have access to the Father by one Spirit” (Eph 2:18). We must not worship this august Triune 

God, with the Greco-Roman civilization’s “golden calf,” analogous to what Jeroboam introduced 

to Israel. This calf, we are told, must not be abandoned lest we abandon the Tradition and be-

come idolaters. James Dolezal terms this a “mutualist understanding of God.” “Such a God,” he 

claims, “is inevitably mutable and finite and as such is unworthy of worship.”
95

 Then so be it but 

defined by Scripture not the Tradition because an absolutely immutable, totally-stoic, impassion-

ate and simple divinity, being incapable of interaction, cannot be thanked, glorified, trusted, 

loved, served, or communicated with without syncretism with “the deception” (τῷ ψεύδει, the lie; 

see context of Rom 1:18-25).  

Anti-Trinitarian Simplicity is Contextualization Gone Awry 

In conclusion, the Father-God of Scripture cannot be known comprehensively (Ps 139:6; 

Isa 55:8-9).  But he can be known exactly at the several points which he reveals himself in him-

self and in the economy of creation and redemption (e.g., Gal 4:9; 1 Cor 8:2-3).  This is suffi-

cient unto a comprehensive salvation with ramifications both for the visible and invisible time-

space realms.  It is also sufficient to give a framework
96

 of truth within which to build an ade-

quate worldview in order to fulfill the Cultural Mandate and its new covenant restatement, the 

Great Commission. To answer another potential pejorative accusation, to be in relationship with 

the Scripture’s complex-unified Father does not necessitate resorting to speculative views of di-

vinity that both Process Theology (PT) and the Openness of God Theology (OGT) envision. 

Both correctly see syncretism in the classical view and Neoplatonic views of divinity, yet vastly 

over-contextualize by going far beyond that which is written (1 Cor 4:6) in order to personalize 

God and make him interactive. The divinity of the OGT and PT is syncretistic.
97

  

 In other words, if the biblical accounts are read in a careful yet straightforward manner 

without the template of simplicity, Father-God’s true unity and real diversity dwells within mu-

tual intra-Trinitarian, comprehensive knowledge shared between the Three (e.g., 1 Cor 2:10-16; 

Rom 8:27; Mt 11:27). Father, thus, is able to fully know both the unifying and diversifying as-

pects life in himself and also, by deduction, outside in the creation (e.g., 1 Cor 8:1-3). This im-

plies that Father both possesses the truly diverse qualities such as truth, justice and love and al-

ways has mutually shared them with the Son and Spirit. Each quality is distinct and not equiva-

lent as the classic, almost-monist doctrine of simplicity teaches.
98

 Each of these qualities are not 
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“parts” of God. Instead, all inseparably coinhere and interpenetrate one another within the One-

Three, Three-One that is Father-God’s single Life. Hence, in a comprehensive sense true-

distinction-and-real-unity dwell together without dialectical tension within the Godhead.  

Therefore, the classic teaching on simplicity (with its subsidiary doctrines of strong im-

mutability, impassibility, and atemporality) is surely contextualization gone awry, a syncretistic 

mixture of Greek and Christian presuppositions that cannot be supported biblically. It is by defi-

nition philosophically incoherent to human analytical thought (as Neo-Platonic and Gnostic reli-

gious philosophies in the West, and Vedic, and Buddhist religious philosophies in the East clear-

ly understand). The Tradition in both East and West prioritizes the One over the Three.
99

 

Hence, because most all ancient Simplists believe that their version of the Simplex-

divinity can only possesses one “thought,” one “pure act,” one “unwavering immutability” the 

only way to experience this divinity is to gain a mystical beatific vision of the One. It/she/he is 

Totally Other, absolutely ontologically different with no point of contact with this creation. The 

Veda’s recognize this, many branches of Buddhism understands, but not the S-DDS adherents 

because they live, it seems, in a blinded world of syncretism. It is that serious.  

Simplists in the apostolic church against which Paul and John struggled seemed to have 

understood as well. Piecing together biblical data, it seems they also believed that the one-

divinity must be intuited holistically and mystically, and that they prioritized unity over diversity 

(see e.g., 1 Jn 1:1-4; 4:1-7; Col 2:1-10, 20-23; 1 Cor 1-3, et al). Even one branch of the proto-

Gnostics, which John combated, refused to acknowledge that diversity of mundane things such 

as morality even mattered because of their esoteric gnosis of the non-diverse-One (see 1 Jn 1:5-6, 

2:4, 15-17, et al). These proto-gnosticized Docetics, further, realized that the Simplex could not 

become truly incarnate or be interactively involved in the world of time and space (see 1 Jn 1:1-

4, 4:1-7. Et a;). These schismatics, who left the apostolic consensus (1 Jn 2:19; 2 Jn 7-10), re-

fused to see the reality of the true Father-Son distinction (1 Jn 2:22, 23, 24) within the anointing 

presence of the Holy Spirit by whom we alone have true gnosis (1 Jn 2:2). John states that any 

rejection of the true interactive distinction of the Father, Son and Spirit and the rejection of the 

incarnation comes from the “spirit of the antichrist” (1 Jn 4:2b-3) and the “spirit of error” (1 Jn 

4:6b). It was, thus, an easy conclusion for such gnosticized Simplists to reject the incarnation and 

in other contexts, the resurrection of the diverse-physical body (1 Cor 15).  

Scripture teaches that Father-God, however, can only be known in the Son (Mt 11:27) 

through the Spirit (1 Cor 2:10-11).  All people know through the diversity of what is seen the 

divine power and divine nature (θειότης) of the Creator. All humanity is thus without any ex-

cuse, especially when each person stands before the throne of God in Christ (Rom 1:20, 2:1, 6, 

3:19, 14:10-11; 2 Cor 5:10). Scripture does describe accurately our truly personal yet invisible 

Father-God dwelling in unapproachable light as he actually is in himself (1 Tim 6:15-16), contra-

ry to S-DDS presuppositions. While he is the Totally Unique God, separate from his creation, 

“the blessed and only Ruler, the King of Kings and Lord of lords,” yet he still delights to interact 

with humans in created time and space. He numbers all our hairs and knows when each sparrow 

falls to the ground (Mt 10:29-30). Even the animals of the field look to him for food and shelter 

(Pss 104:13, 145:16). Our Father-God is ever-alive, rejoicing, laughing, longing for his wayward 

wife (or son – depending upon the metaphor),
100

 grieving, angered, compassionate, defending the 

weak and helpless, loving, passionate about his glory and just, yet always gracious (see e.g., Ex 

33:18-19, 34:5-8; Jon 4:2).  He responds to us and answers our prayers (see e.g., Gen 29:33; Ps 

28:2, 6; Heb 5:7). We have not because we ask not (Jas 4:2). 
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 Jesus. the God-Man. shows us who and what this invisible Father-God is like. He is a liv-

ing analogy of the Father (Jn 14:5-11). Our Lord was interactive, personal, emotive, holy, pure, 

just, “mighty in power,” and interacting with us in the incarnation in cosmic physical time and is 

now from divine metaphysical time. In other words, Jesus reveals the personal and interactive 

Father, par excellence (Jn 12:44-49). As the self-testimony of our relational Father-God (ְי יוה  הָ֥

ֵע ְ֥  Ps 19:7), Scripture is the trustworthy self-revelation of his wisdom, glory and name. These – תוּ

descriptions are, thus, not mere anthropomorphic and anthropopathic maya-illusions with reality 

being different. The Logos and the Spirit share this selfsame interactive Glory-Name with the 

Father (see Jn 17:5) because though “these three are one,”
101

 just as Scripture teaches that Jesus 

and his Father “are one,” (Jn 10:30), yet they are also truly three.  

This kind of distinct and personal interactivity is not, by definition, what the Plotinian-

classic divinity is able to do – unless one spends countless pages of philosophical discourse to 

explain away and/or attempt to syncretize the Bible’s God with the divinity of the idolatrous phi-

losophers of both the East and West. The sola Scriptura principle teaches us that any believer in 

any people-group on earth can grasp these truths in personal experience as one hears Father-God 

speak with the Good Shepherd’s voice directly through the pages of Scripture by the teaching of 

the Spirit (e.g., Ps 119:160; Jer 23:28-36; John 17:17). Humans are interactive and inter-

relational beings because we are in his image. Certainly, he alone is “the only wise God (Rom 

16:27), the only morally perfect Father (Mt 5:48), unchangeable in his core attributes (Ps 55:19; 

Mal 3:6), and possessing unbounded Spirit-power (John 4:24; see Gen 18:14; Jer 32:17, 27; Zec 

8:6). That Spirit-power we do not possess because we are mere totally dependent creatures 

(“flesh” – Acts 14:15; Is 31:3), yet we can know him. He is not ineffable. Biblical Christians, 

hence, do not trust in Tradition and Scripture. 

Last, it seems best, then, not to impose upon Scripture any extra-biblical philosophical 

speculations concerning divinity. Instead we are enjoined to be still and experience that he alone 

is Father-God; to listen with respect to him actually speaking in his Word by the Spirit, and to 

share that Good News to the ends of the earth. This biblical Father alone – not the Simplex-

syncretism – is integral to the Gospel message with which we are mandated to disciple all peo-

ples. We must not set aside the clear Word for human tradition not founded upon Christ, robbing 

us of the experiential knowledge of “the Father of compassion and the God of all comfort, who 

comforts us in all of our troubles,” exchanging him for a “worthless nothing” ( הא יִהיִל  and “the ( םי

lie” (τῷ ψεύδει) (2 Cor 1:3-4; Ps 96:5; Rom 1:23, 25). It is time, then, to revise the Tradition in 

an international hermeneutical community without compromising the integrity of the biblical 

Trinity or the hypostatic union of the Scripture’s Christ. 

Appendix 

Ladd: Platonic Roots 

 “While Plato in this way locates moral evil in the soul, it is in that part of the soul that 

was created with the body and, like the body, is mortal. Most of the time, Plato speaks of the soul 

as simple in essence, and as the enemy of the body with its appetites and passions. ‘The soul is 

most like the divine … immortal … intellectual … indissoluble and unchanging, and the body, 

on the contrary, most like the human … mortal … multiform … unintellectual … dissoluble and 

ever-changing.’ [Phaedo 80B] The soul partakes of the nature of the divine, which Plato under-

stands to consist of [unchanging forms] such qualities as beauty, wisdom, and goodness [Phae-

drus 246E], which have objective existence in the realm of the invisible and incorporeal. The 
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soul, then, belongs to the noumenal world and descends from this higher world into the phenom-

enal world of bodily existence whence it strives to regain its proper place in the higher world. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

In a real sense of the word, salvation for Plato is by knowledge [gnosis].”
102

  

Latourette: The Greek Menace 

“Scarcely had the course of events make it clear that Christianity was not to lose its dis-

tinctive message by absorption into the parent Judaism when the faith was confronted with an 

even great menace. As it moved out into the non-Jewish world it was in danger of so far con-

forming to that environment that it would sacrifice the essential features of the Gospel. The 

threat was especially acute from Hellenism and the atmosphere of the Hellenistic world….   

The danger was not conformity to polytheism, for against that Christians were quite ada-

mant. It was more subtle and therefore more to be feared. It was the incorporation of some of the 

attitudes of the Hellenistic mind. One of these was the confidence in philosophy as the way to 

truth, or, in a less thoroughgoing conformity, the attempt to think through and present the Gospel 

in the categories of Greek philosophy. In the process the Gospel might be distorted or obscured. 

Another was the sharp disjunction between spirit and matter which was a basic assumption of 

much of Hellenism. This seemed to have come into Greek thought through the Orphic movement 

centuries before Christ. It was perpetuated through Platonism and Neoplatonism. By its presence 

in that cultural tradition, it had so moulded the thinking and the attitudes of Christian converts 

from a Hellenistic background that it often came over with them. Through them and the contin-

ued study of Platonism and Neoplatonism it has persisted in the thought, practice, and worship of 

a large proportion of Christians. 

In contrast with [most Jews and] … Jesus himself, this attitude regarded matter, including 

flesh, as evil, and pure [simple] spirit as good. It conceived of man as a compound of flesh and 

spirit. To it, therefore, the goal of every man’s striving must be salvation by the emancipation of 

the spirit from the contamination of the flesh. Here was a way of accounting for the presence of 

evil, that perennial problem for thoughtful and sensitive souls, which made a great appeal and 

had sufficient resemblance to the issue present by the incarnation and the cross to attract many 

Christians. Again and again we shall find it as a recurring theme in the asceticism, thought, and 

mysticism of those who have borne the Christian name, among them some of the most devoted 

… men and women who have been esteemed ideal exemplars of the Christian faith.”
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